Photoacoustic (PA) imaging is a rapidly emerging biomedical imaging modality that is capable of visualizing cellular and molecular functions with high detection sensitivity and spatial resolution in deep tissue. Great efforts and progress have been made on the development of various PA imaging technologies with improved resolution and sensitivity over the past two decades. Various PA probes with high contrast have also been extensively developed, with many important biomedical applications. In comparison with chemical dyes and nanoparticles, genetically encoded probes offer easier labeling of defined cells within tissues or proteins of interest within a cell, have higher stability in vivo, and eliminate the need for delivery of exogenous substances. Genetically encoded probes have thus attracted increasing attention from researchers in engineering and biomedicine. In this review, we aim to provide an overview of the existing PA imaging technologies and genetically encoded PA probes, and describe further improvements in PA imaging techniques and the near-infrared photochromic protein BphP1, the most sensitive genetically encoded probe thus far, as well as the potential biomedical applications of BphP1-based PA imaging in vivo.
Introduction
Non-invasive monitoring of physiological and pathological processes in deep tissue requires both new imaging techniques and advanced probes [1] . One emerging method is photoacoustic (PA) tomography, an in vivo hybrid imaging technology that uniquely combines the absorption contrast of light with ultrasound resolution [2] . PA imaging relies on the conversion of photon energy into ultrasound waves generated by the thermoelastic expansion of tissue following absorption of short laser pulses [3] . The key advantages of PA imaging include 1) great imaging depth (up to 7 cm) in intact biological tissues [4] , thereby breaking through the optical diffusion limit (~1 mm depth in the skin) [5] ; 2) highly scalable penetration and spatial resolution [6] , enabling multiscale imaging with a PA probe; 3) no speckle artifacts in PA images [7] , in contrast to optical coherence tomography (OCT) and ultrasound imaging; 4) no need for ionizing radiation [6] , reducing health hazard. Therefore, PA imaging has become a powerful tool for basic research in life sciences, preclinical applications and drug discovery [2, 8, 9] .
In general, there are four types of PA imaging systems [10] : optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM), acoustic-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (AR-PAM), opticalresolution photoacoustic computed tomography (OR-PACT), and acoustic-resolution photoacoustic computed tomography (AR-PACT) (Figure 1 ).
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Depending on whether the laser beam or ultrasonic detection is more tightly focused, PA imaging can be divided into OR and AR with different lateral resolution. Based on the number of ultrasound detectors and whether a reconstruction algorithm is used, PA imaging can be classified into PAM and PACT. The sensitivity and resolution of these imaging systems vary depending on their optical excitation and acoustic detection configurations, as well as other design considerations of the system. PA probes, also referred to PA contrast agents, are critical to determine the sensitivity and specificity of PA imaging [11] , and have been used to track specific cell populations within an animal when used alone [12, 13] and visualize specific biochemical processes in vivo when engineered into biosensors [14, 15] . An ideal PA probe for deep-tissue imaging should meet the following criteria: strong absorption in the near-infrared (NIR) optical window (650-900 nm), low fluorescence quantum yield (QY), high specificity, easy labeling of specific cells and proteins, easy development of functional biosensors, high photostability in vivo, high intracellular stability, no toxicity to mammalian cells, and no need for exogenous substances. Endogenous tissue chromophores, such as hemoglobin and eumelanin, which were widely used as cell markers in earlier studies [16] [17] [18] , cannot label proteins within a cell, and thus can not be used in PA imaging of the dynamics of proteins of interest apart from hemoglobin in vivo.
Moreover, hemoglobin cannot be produced in mammalian cells other than blood cells, limiting its usefulness to only blood vessel-related studies. Chemical dyes and nanoparticles overcome the labeling issues of endogenous chromophores to some extent by coupling cell-or protein-specific peptides or antibodies [19] [20] [21] . However, these molecules are not very stable in living cells and are quickly cleared away from the body in vivo [22] , resulting in a low effective concentration of probes in cells and difficulty in longitudinal imaging. By contrast, genetically encoded probes, particularly NIR probes, meet all the above criteria. More importantly, genetically encoded probes can be easily engineered into biosensors to sense various signaling molecules in cells, making them useful for tracking not only cell fates but also molecular functions in vivo.
In the present review, we will first describe two classes of PA imaging technologies with optical or acoustic resolution, including their imaging system setups and corresponding applications, then present and discuss genetically encoded PA probes that have been developed so far. Finally, we will give an outlook for further improvements in PA imaging techniques and genetically encoded probes, with a discussion of important applications made possible using the newly developed near-infrared photochromic protein BphP1-based differential PA imaging technique. 
Photoacoustic Imaging Systems

Optical-resolution PA Systems
Within the optical ballistic propagation regime in biological tissue, tight optical focusing can be achieved by restricting the optical excitation to a much more confined area than that of ultrasound detection (Figure 1a, 1c) [23] . Optical-resolution PA systems exploit this tight focusing to obtain a lateral resolution that can be as fine as the optical diffraction limit. The lateral resolution of optical-resolution PA systems can vary from several microns to submicrons (Table 1) , depending on the numerical aperture of the optical objective lens [4] . We have reported the development of blind-deconvolution OR-PAM to achieve both fine spatial resolution and extended depth of focus, and further utilized the system to visualize the mouse ear microvasculature in vivo (Figure 2 ) [24] . By applying an optical objective lens with a much higher numerical aperture and a novel design for PA signal detection, a reflection-mode in vivo PA microscope with sub-wavelength lateral resolution was developed that is capable of imaging sub-cellular structure of red blood cells and melanoma cells (Figure 3 ) [17] . Because OR-PAM typically uses a single-element ultrasonic transducer combined with mechanical or optical scanning to acquire the signal, its imaging speed is relatively slow (Table 1) . To increase the imaging speed of OR-PAM, Song et al. developed a multifocal OR-PACT with a microlens array for optical illumination in conjunction with an ultrasound array for PA detection [25] ( Figure  4A ). With this new system, hemoglobin concentration in individual microvessels in vivo was monitored at a much higher speed than the single-focus OR-PAM ( Figure 4B ). [31, 32] Brain [33] Tumor [26, 34] Tumor [1, 30] Tumor angiogenesis [35] Blood vessel [25, 36] SLN g [37] SLN g [38, 39] Oxygen saturation [32, 40] Brain [41, 42] Brain [43, 44] Oxygen metabolism [45] Whole body [46] Whole body [28, 47] 
Acoustic-resolution PA Systems
As light travels deeper into the tissue, tight optical focusing is no longer achievable due to multiple scattering events of photons [23] . Correspondingly, for an acoustic-resolution PA system, weakly "focused" light is usually used to excite a significantly larger volume of the sample than that in an optical-resolution PA system (Figure 1b,  1d) . However, as acoustic waves are much less scattered than photons in biological tissue, acoustic focusing is superior to optical focusing beyond a specific imaging depth and will yield a lateral resolution that is determined by the ultrasound focusing [4] . The lateral resolution of acoustic-resolution PA systems is typically within hundreds of microns to tens of microns (Table 1) , which is scalable with the centre frequency of the ultrasound transducer. Benefitting from the large imaging depth, the acoustic-resolution PA system is more commonly used in whole-body imaging applications (Table 1) . Wang et al. applied AR-PAM system in conjunction with a novel targeted indocyanine green-doped nanoprobe to image breast cancer in mice ( Figure 5 ) [26] . For AR-PACT systems, three types of detection geometries have been reported: planar [27] , circular [28] and spherical [29, 30] . Wang et al. presented a three-dimensional volumetric PA imaging system built on a two-dimensional planar matrix array ultrasound probe and demonstrated the clinical potential of the system to identify sentinel lymph nodes for cancer staging purposes ( Figure 6 ) [27] . To perform whole-body imaging, Xia et al. reported a novel small animal whole-body PA imaging system with a confocal design of free-space ring-shaped light illumination and 512-element full-ring ultrasonic array signal detection ( Figure 7 ) [28] . Kruger et al.
developed a dedicated human breast PA mammography system with a spherical detector capable of spiral scanning ( Figure 8 ) [29, 30] . As mentioned in the optical-resolution systems, the imaging speed of AR-PACT is much higher than that of AR-PAM because no mechanical raster scanning is needed (Table 2) . The spectra data for Hb, HbO2 and eumelanin are from http://omlc.ogi.edu, GFP from http://www.tsienlab.ucsd.edu/Documents.htm, cjBlue and iRFP713 and 5,5'-dibromo-4,4'-dichloro-indigo from [62] , [63] and [53] , respectively.
Genetically Encoded Probes for PA Imaging
Pigment-producing Enzymes
The metabolic enzymes β-galactosidase (encoded by lacZ) and tyrosinase can produce the light-absorbing pigments with broad absorption, 5,5'-dibromo-4,4'-dichloro-indigo (blue) and eumelanin (dark brown or black), respectively ( Figure  9 ). Despite a low peak extinction coefficient (EC <10 mM -1 cm -1 ), naturally occurring pigmented cells, such as melanoma cells, exhibited relatively strong PA signal because the intrinsic signal amplification of these enzymes produce very high concentrations of pigments in living cells [50, 51] . Mammalian cells that do not naturally contain pigments become light absorber by introducing either β-galactosidase or tyrosinase alone and can be visualized in the presence of substrates using PA imaging [52, 53] . The Wang Lab first established lacZ gene-expressing gliosarcoma tumor cells, imaged lacZ gene expression in tumor at a depth of up to 5 cm with ~1-mm lateral spatial resolution, and obtained well-separated PA images of lacZ and blood vessels [53] [54] [55] , indicating the utility of β-galactosidase as a PA probe in non-pigmented mammalian cells. However, imaging lacZ expression requires the injection of exogenous X-gal, potentially complicating delivery and metabolism in vivo [53] . Moreover, X-gal can cause skin irritation occasionally [53] .
In contrast to β-galactosidase, tyrosinase, first found in melanocytes [56] , utilizes endogenous and ubiquitous tyrosine in cells as a substrate to produce eumelanin. Thus, tyrosinase is more suited for in vivo PA imaging. Transfected cells with human tyrosinase appear darkly pigmented and can be spectrally resolved from hemoglobin in vivo using the OR-PAM system [52] . However, with the PACT system, in vivo image contrast has been modest [12, 57, 58] . To improve contrast, Jathoul et al. developed a new deep-tissue PA imaging system with a Fabry-Pérot-based optical ultrasound detector, and demonstrated three-dimensional images of tumors at depths up to 8 mm and obtained with a spatial resolution of ~100 μm (Figure 10 ) [13] . Moreover, longitudinal visualization of the growth of human tyrosinase-expressing cells over long periods (>7 weeks) in vivo has been successfully achieved [13] [60, 61] . Therefore, to minimize the cytotoxicity, the expression level of tyrosinase should be critically controlled in cells [51] . 
Fluorescent Proteins and Chromoproteins
Autofluorescent GFP and GFP-like Proteins
Autofluorescent proteins (AFPs) were first isolated from the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria (green fluorescent protein, GFP) and subsequently from other marine organisms (GFP-like FPs) [64] . Interestingly, all AFPs share a common structure consisting of an eleven-stranded β-barrel containing an autocatalytically formed chromophore ( Figure 9A ). AFPs have been widely used as fluorescent markers to monitor protein dynamics in living cells or organisms because they do not require any cofactors or substrates to fluoresce and are non-toxic to mammalian cells [65] . However, AFPs were first used in PA imaging only a few years ago. In 2009, Razansky et al. first demonstrated that tissue-specific expression of bright AFPs (GFP and mCherry) several millimeters deep within tissues can be detected using multispectral opto-acoustic tomography (MSOT) with higher spatial resolution than fluorescence (38 μm vs. 1 mm) ( Figure 11 ) [66] . However, due to relatively the high QYs (>0.2, Table 2 ) of GFP and mCherry and low absorption in the NIR region (EC at 650 nm ≤0.2, Table  2 ), bright AFP-based PA imaging was limited to relatively transparent zebrafish and small fruit fly pupae [66] . Compared to GFP and red FPs, far-red FPs have red-shifted absorption spectra and lower QYs, and thus could offer stronger PA signals in vivo [67, 68] . However, far-red FPs still exhibit low PA signals due to fluorescence emission and ground-state depopulation effects [67, 68] . Moreover, most far-red FPs can be easily photobleached when exposed to ns excitation pulses typically used in PA imaging [67] . Therefore, photostable and non-fluorescent proteins with strong absorption are required.
Non-fluorescent GFP-like Chromoproteins
Among GFP-like proteins, some non-fluorescent proteins, called chromoproteins (CPs), absorb orange-red light with high ECs (>55 mM -1 cm -1 ) and almost negligible QY (≤0.001, Table 2 ) and are thus better suited as PA probes for in vivo PA imaging than far-red FPs. Not surprisingly, compared to far-red FPs with low QYs, two naturally occurring CPs (aeCP597 and cjBlue) exhibit twofold stronger PA signals in vitro due to the lack of radiative relaxation, and are more resistant to repeated laser irradiation [67] , presumably because of limited oxygen access to the chromophore caused by protein dimerization [80, 81] . To further improve the performance of CPs in PA imaging, several improved cjBlue and Ultramarine variants with 2-to 4-fold increases in PA signals and enhanced photostability were developed using a custom PA screening system [73] . Using a strategy similar to that employed in engineering fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) biosensors, researchers developed CP-based PA sensors for caspase-3 and successfully visualized caspase-3 activity during staurosporine-induced cell apoptosis in cultured cells [73] . This study was the first to report use of genetically encoded PA biosensors in PA imaging of molecular functions. However, despite these promising results, the low absorption (EC at 650 nm ≤12 mM -1 cm -1 , Table 2 ) of CPs in the NIR optical window, where the absorption and scattering of light by tissues are minimal, limits their application in highly light-scattering organisms, such as small animals.
Bacteriophytochrome-based NIR FPs
Bacteriophytochromes (BphPs) are bacterial photoreceptors that utilize biliverdin IXα (BV) available in mammalian cells as a chromophore [82] . A typical BphP consists of a photosensory core module (PCM) possessing PAS, GAF and PHY domains and an output transducing domain (OTD) ( Figure 12A ). NIR BphPs, a large subset of BphPs, can convert from the far red-absorbing (Pfr, BV in trans form) state to the red-absorbing (Pr, BV in cis form) state upon ~750-nm illumination, and back upon ~690-nm illumination and vice versa ( Figure 12B, C) . NIR FPs can be achieved by truncating the PHY and effector domains of BphPs and by subsequently introducing specific mutations surrounding BV ( Figure 12A and Figure 9A ). In contrast to bright AFPs, most BphP-based NIR FPs have low quantum yields (<0.10) and high ECs (>90 mM -1 cm -1 ) in the NIR optical window (Table 3) , and are thus expected to be superior to their visible counterparts. In 2012, Filonov et al. first reported that NIR FP iRFP713 exhibits 2-fold higher PA signals than lysed oxygenated blood and far-red FPs under 680-nm excitation and imaged subcutaneous tumors overlaid by 4-mm-thick tissue at a 280-μm lateral resolution with the deep-tissue PAM imaging ( Figure 13A ) [1] , suggesting that NIR FPs are promising probes for deep-tissue PA imaging. Imaging multiple biological events enables several cell populations to be tracked or the interactions between cells and their microenvironment to be monitored. Two new NIR FPs, iRFP670 and iRFP720, were recently developed, and two tumors labeled with iRFP670 and iRFP720 in the presence of blood vessels were simultaneously visualized with submillimeter resolution at a depth of up to 8 mm ( Figure 13B ) [83] . Up to now, more than fifteen BphP-based NIR FPs with desired properties have been developed (Table 3 ) and can be extended to functional applications. For example, monomeric mIFP [84] might be used as a protein tag to monitor gene expression of proteins of interest in vivo using PA imaging. Like other imaging modalities, the contrast of PA imaging in vivo is determined not only by probe' performance but also by tissue background [85] . In PA imaging, the background mainly originates from the tissue absorber hemoglobin in blood through visible and NIR regions. Thus, even with high PA generation efficiency and strong absorption in the NIR region, BphP-based NIR FPs offer relatively low PA contrast over blood in vivo (~2), limiting visualization of a small number of probes or cells expressing probes in the vasculature. One way to suppress the background is using the difference of PA images corresponding to different locations with specially designed magnetic nanoparticles [85] , which suggests that any absorption change in a given imaging area can significantly increase PA contrast. Therefore, a genetically encoded PA probe with optical absorption change should be able to dramatically enhance the imaging contrast in vivo.
Reversibly Photoswitchable Proteins
Reversibly photoswitchable proteins (rPSPs) can switch back and forth between two states with well-separated absorption peaks [96] , making them useful for high-contrast PA imaging. In rPSP-based PA imaging, PA signals from a rPSP in two light-absorbing states under the illumination of same wavelength light are first recorded, and then pixel-wise subtraction of the images in low light-absorbing state from the images in high light-absorbing state is performed to generate a differential image. Up to now, two classes of rPSPs have been exploited to achieve high-contrast PA images [43, 97] . Two reversibly switchable green FPs, Dronpa and its fast-switching variant Dronpa-M159T (both are GFP-like AFPs) were first applied to PA imaging. By photoswitching the two Dronpa variants with a programmed optical illumination schedule, two FPs can be distinguished from each other and from the strong background signals with an increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by a factor of 5 using the temporally unmixed MSOT technique. However, as discussed above, Dronpa and Dronpa-M159T have very high fluorescence QY (~0.85) and low absorption in the NIR region and thus are not suitable for deep tissue PA imaging.
To overcome the limitations of Dronpa, very recently, Yao et al. reported a novel high-contrast imaging approach that combines deep tissue PA imaging with the NIR photochromic protein BphP1, the full-length RpBphP1 bacteriophytochrome from Rhodopseudomonas palustris ( Figure 12A ) [43] . BphP1 adopts the Pfr state in the dark and can switch off (Pr state) and on (Pfr state) upon 780-nm and 630-nm light illumination ( Figure 12B, C) , respectively. Surprisingly, the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for the differential image was 21 while that of the Pfr-state image was ~1 at a 10-mm depth in the scattering medium, indicating that background reduction with rPSPs can significantly increase the PA imaging contrast. To demonstrate the ability of BphP1 to visualize weak signals deep in tissues, the growth and metastasis of tumor expressing BphP1 in mouse livers were monitored over a long time period (30 days). Lateral resolution of ~100 μm was obtained with an average CNR of ~15 ( Figure 14A ). In addition, a sub-diffraction spatial resolution of 140 nm on individual cancer cells was achieved using RS-PAM (reversible photoswitching PAM), a two-fold improvement over that of traditional PAM ( Figure  14B ), enabling multiscale PA imaging using the BphP1-based single-wavelength differential method.
The BphP1-based single-wavelength differential-imaging method has several advantages over the conventional method with non-photoswitchable probes. First, BphP1 is the most red-shifted of all reported BphPs, with an absorption peak at 760 nm, thus enabling deep-tissue PA imaging. Second, BphP1 resists photobleaching during photoconversion and imaging, enabling longitudinal imaging. Third, BphP1 photoconverts much more easily in vivo than photoswitchable AFPs, such as rsTagRFP because red and NIR light attenuate much less than blue and orange light do in vivo. In addition, even under daylight, a portion of BphP1 can undergo the Pr-Pfr transition. Fourth, the formation of the chromophore BV in BphP1 is oxygen independent, whereas GFP-like proteins require oxygen. Thus, BphP1 is more suitable for hypoxic tissues. Finally, compared to conventional multispectral methods, single-wavelength imaging at 780 nm greatly reduces the unknown influence of local light fluence. Therefore, the single-wavelength differential-imaging method combined with the photoswitchable BphP1 is the most promising approach for detection of weak signals from molecules and cells deep in living subjects.
Concluding Remarks and Outlook
Over the past two decades, different PA imaging technologies have been rapidly developed to circumvent the limited penetration depth and spatial resolution of conventional optical imaging in vivo. Deep-tissue PA imaging using genetically encoded reporter genes, particularly photoswitchable BphP1, offers a powerful tool for tracking cell fates and molecular functions in deep tissue within light-scattering living organisms. Although, unlike chemical dyes or nanoparticles, the use of BphP1 in humans remains challenging due to the requirement of introduction of exogenous genetic material [20] and potential safety issues [98] , PA imaging with BphP1 provides unprecedented detection sensitivity and penetration depth and is thus useful for both basic research such as cancer, developmental biology and neurosciences and preclinical applications in small animals [10, 99, 100] .
Currently, PA imaging has found broad applications both in preclinical laboratory research and clinical studies and trials. However, more work is needed to further mature this imaging technology and accelerate its clinical translation. 1) To fully explore the multi-scale capability of PA imaging, a novel system design that can achieve multiple optical resolutions by easily switching optical objectives, achieve multiple acoustic resolutions by easily switching ultrasonic transducers, and, finally, achieve full-scale PA imaging by integrating optical-and acoustic-resolution capabilities within a single PA system should be proposed. 2) Accurate quantitative PA imaging methodologies must be developed by considering both the optical and acoustic heterogeneities of biological tissues and by establishing a more sophisticated spectral unmixing model. 3) Multimodality imaging integrating PA with other imaging techniques such as ultrasound or fluorescence imaging should be further developed to provide complementary information on tissue properties in vivo [101] . 4) PA systems with new imaging setups and more advanced lasers should be built to further improve imaging speed. For example, the current PACT system for BphP1 has relatively low temporal resolution: 11 min for 20 averaging switching cycles. However, many biological processes in living cells occur on a timescale of nanoseconds to seconds [102] . The imaging speed can be improved using a laser with a higher repetition rate and a 512-channel data-acquisition system, to avoid data multiplexing and thus reduce the imaging time [43] . 5) With the advances in laser technologies, and continuous enhancements of the performance of PA imaging systems, more clinical trials and studies are expected to fully demonstrate the potential of this technology.
Because BphP-based single-wavelength differential PA imaging offers the best performance among all genetically encoded PA probes, future studies should focus on its performance enhancement and development of BphP1-based PA biosensors. 1) Detection sensitivity can be improved by employing superior BphPs with low unconverted efficiency (uCE) and strong absorption in cells. As a differential imaging method, detection is based on the difference between the Pr state and Pfr state, and theoretically, the detection sensitivity is inversely proportional to uCE. The uCE of BphP1 is relatively high, reaching ~20% [43] . In addition, BphP1-expressing cells have relatively weak absorption presumably due to the short lifetime or low BV-binding affinity in cells, or poor maturation and folding of BphP1 or a low EC. New BphPs with strong absorption and low uCE values may be obtained by directed protein evolution of BphP1 or by seeking better ones in nature. 2) Development of BphP1-based PA biosensors. Very few PA studies have sought to visualize molecular function in vivo due to the lack of biosensors for PA imaging [73, 103, 104] . By contrast, numerous FP-based fluorescent biosensors are available and can be classified into three major groups with different design strategies: two FP-based FRET [105] , and single FP-based circular permutation [105] and fluorescence complementation [106] . BphP-based NIR FPs have recently been engineered as biosensors to sense protease activity (FRET and circular permutation) [107, 108] and protein-protein interactions (fluorescence complementation) in vivo [109] . Since NIR FPs are derived from BphPs, researchers may develop BphP1-based PA biosensors by adopting similar strategies and visualize the spatio-temporal dynamics of biological molecules in vivo.
Until recently, most applications based on genetically encoded PA probes have been developed as proof-of-concepts. By utilizing BphP-based differential PA imaging combined with biological models, some long-standing biological questions may be addressed. For example, how do neurons connect with each other during development? [110] , and how do key proteins in living cells interact with one another under physiological and pathological conditions in vivo? [111] . In summary, the potential capabilities of the BphP1-based single-wavelength differential method are only beginning to be recognized and will be fully explored in the future. 
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